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Recently a number of groups [1,2] have reported on the
existence of pathological High frequency oscillations
(HFO's) (oscillations in the frequency range of 80–200
Hz, termed as Ripple band and oscillations in the fre-
quency range of 200 Hz and above, termed as Fast Ripple
band) in the epileptic brain both in in-vivo and in-vitro
experiments. Our goal in this study is to study the statisti-
cal modulation of HFOs during epileptogenesis in order
to characterize their function in progression to seizures in
the epileptic brain.

In this study we define a HFO event as a subset of wave
having significant high frequency component with low
wave amplitude. HFO are detected from data recorded at
a sampling rate of 12000 Hz for the entire duration of epi-
leptogenesis which lasts anywhere from about 3–6 weeks.

Statistical analysis on the HFO suggest that occurrence of
HFO's occur primarily during the 12 hour dark cycle
whereas the HFO's primarily seem to occur during the 12
hour day cycle in the control rat The video recording
shows that the rat is primarily in active and exploratory
state during the dark cycle. These observations suggest
that HFO in epileptic rats are correlated with the state of
arousal.

Spatial correlation of HFOs in different regions of the
brain is also investigated with cross-correlogram. Com-
parison of cross-correlogram of the post-stimulus HFO in
the epileptic rat to the pre stimulus HFO (control) sug-
gests modification in the circuitry in the hippocampus,
evidence for which in in-vitro experiments were provided
by [3].
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